
Patch management 
life cycle

Patching - one of the IT jobs you can never seem to nail down. Maybe you simply can’t 
keep on top of patching all of the various operating systems and applications your users 
have access to or perhaps you’re concerned about causing disruption to productivity by 
introducing new updates. 

Whatever challenges are thrown your way, Zebra  swiftly navigates these obstacles with 
one fully comprehensive solution.

To secure the critical infrastructures against attackers, the recommended approach is to think like 
them. Vulnerable Operational Technology (OT) assets are low-hanging fruits for bad actors. When 
patches are released to the public, the vulnerabilities often are disclosed by National Vulnerability 
Database (NVD). 

If attackers do break into the OT network, would they spend weeks or months trying to find a zero-day 
vulnerability? Or would they perform a reconnaissance of the OT network to identify publicly 
announced vulnerabilities and exploit them? If OT asset owners don’t remediate OT vulnerabilities, 
attackers will take advantage of them – it’s a matter of who finds them first.

Patch management in an operational technology (OT)/industrial control system (ICS) setting is full of 
challenges. From proprietary hardware and software to a lack of staff, inadequate or non-existent 
testing equipment, and regulatory reporting and system maintenance, many organizations struggle to 
determine what is in scope. This results in unmanaged patches.

To combat the challenges with vulnerability and patch management, Zebra technology offer a 
multi-vendor approach to streamline the patch management process.  Combining our world class 
solution with cost effective, scalable services, this blog outlines the various stages of a patching 
process and highlights how we help.



What is OT/ICS Patch 
Management?

  

 

Software patching is often thought of as a basic cyber security process. 
On the surface, it appears to be a straightforward practice: simply apply updates to your OT systems. 
The software updates are provided by the vendors that are intended to close vulnerability in your 
systems. This is so basic on paper that it is often overlooked or neglected by many security teams and 
system operators.

Patch management is defined as a comprehensive cycle of ensuring baseline data, identifying 
available patches and known vulnerabilities, reviewing patches for applicability and OEM-vendor 
approval, designing deployment or mitigation strategies, executing patch deployment and 
confirmation, and finally re-establishing baselines.



But as it turns out, patching is not so straightforward after all in the OT 
world.   This is due to a combination of factors, most notably:
o    Lack of automatic inventory/monitoring of end systems
o    Difficulty in monitoring patch releases for all systems/applications
o    Time and expertise to review, approve, or mitigate patches in a workflow
o    Testing and individually assigning patches to groups of endpoints
o    Time to deploy on each device and confirm update working as appropriate
o    Time to document changes and update baselines
o    ICS or Operating System (OS) patches cannot be implemented because of non-compatible hardware
o    ICS vendor did not approve the OS patches
o    The patches are not approved by asset owners – i.e., the patch crashed the OT asset while testing

In such scenarios, either the patches cannot be installed, or they need to wait until the next shutdown. 
And the vulnerabilities will be present until the next shutdown or forever. If for some reason, the patch 
cannot be deployed, then other controls need to be applied to reduce the risk to an acceptable level

Moreover, patching in the OT environment is an expensive approach. If the risk can be reduced to an 
acceptable level by applying alternative controls – meaning if the attackers can be prevented from 
reaching the vulnerable assets – then the cost or effort of patching and applying alternative controls 
needs to be compared to decide which approach is best. It is not feasible to patch all the OT assets, 
thus, it is recommended to patch smartly.

OT environments have a lot of diversity in terms of systems that OT asset owners need to work with. 
And the job becomes more difficult when Industrial Control Systems (ICS), such as DCS, SIS, PLC, etc., are 
installed from multiple vendors in the OT environment. That is why an effective patch management 
approach is important to identify vulnerabilities and reduce the risk to an acceptable level before 
attackers find them. The following section will discuss the best approaches for a smooth patch 
management process.



Step 2: Gather Software Patch and Vulnerability Information
The second challenge is the ability to monitor what patches are available and required. The OT asset 
owners should actively look for new patches and vulnerabilities. The organization can sign up for 
patches announcement by respective ICS vendors but receiving patch release notifications from 
multiple vendors can be difficult to manage. Signing up for US-CERT/ICS-CERT vulnerability 
announcement will help to get notification immediately on the recently announced vulnerabilities.

But patch availability is only half of the equation. Effective patch management requires robust 
vulnerability assessment capabilities. Traditional IT tools with scan-based approaches are not effective 
or safe for OT/ICS systems due to the sensitive nature of the devices and their firmware. Therefore, a 
specific OT/ICS vulnerability assessment is required to use the data available from the robust software 
and asset inventory described above.

Step 1 : Establish Baseline OT Asset Inventory
The first problem many organizations face is gathering a comprehensive asset inventory to 
understand what assets they have plugged in, where they are located and what software is deployed.  
Some organizations have managed to compile a reasonable list of assets, either manually or through 
extension of existing corporate tools or agent based technologies.

A comprehensive inventory of all software, firmware and hardware within the OT environment, 
including all the assets from the industrial demilitarized zone (level 3-5) to the cell/area zone (level 2-0) 
in the Purdue model, is a critical piece of any OT patch management process. Once there is a clear 
picture of what is present, it will be easier to compare the known vulnerabilities to the inventory to 
quickly discover which patches matter to the OT environment.

To maintain a comprehensive Inventory, it is important to create a database of all assets, and keep 
them organized according to software applications, device type, operating system, version of the 
software, and operating system for all the computers, network devices, and industrial control systems 
present in the organization. It will be risky to miss out on vulnerabilities because a device or software 
was not visible in the inventory management system

4 Steps to Effective OT/ICS Patch 
Management



While OT patch management seems to be a straightforward function on the surface, it is actually quite 
difficult and time-consuming. Without automatic collection and monitoring tools, the time and effort 
burden can be significant.

Manual tasks are much more prone to error and increase time and effort to rework, potentially 
introducing cyber security risks to your OT systems and regulatory standing.

In conclusion, effective patch management is needed because attackers will exploit vulnerabilities 
from missing patches if they break into a critical infrastructures OT network. At the same time, all the 
patches cannot be installed in the OT network for several restrictions. Knowing the inventory in-depth 
and then matching them with known vulnerabilities is a good starting point. However, the only solution 
to mitigate vulnerabilities is to not implement patches. Understanding that not all patches can be 
installed due to vendor approval or non-compatible hardware, the risk needs to be evaluated and 
reduced to an acceptable level by applying other hardening mechanisms such as boundary 
protection and network segmentation. Patching is a change to the OT environment and the patch 
management needs to follow the best change management approach.

Conclusion
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Step 3 Prioritize Deployment of Patches
It is not possible to deploy all the patches in all the OT assets at the same time. Also, it is not possible to 
patch one by one. It is recommended to prioritize patch deployment that is specially designed for the 
OT environment. The VPR score is calculated using multiple factors such as access vector, access 
complexity, authentication, integrity, availability, etc. It is a good starting point to decide what to patch 
first. We need to remember that effective and efficient patch management is a risk-based approach.

Step 4 Testing of patches and  Mitigate 
Create a non-production test environment, deploy the patch, and track problems of incompatibility or 
performance before rolling out patches, especially with mission critical elements.

Although not all the time we can deploy the patch or have a downtime window.

Signature-based virtual patching protects your assets against OT exploits. virtual patching creates a 
powerful, up-to-date defense against known threats. It is specifically designed to safeguard legacy 
operating systems and unpatched devices. Virtual patching is a network-based behavior that creates 
a “shield” around vulnerable devices without changing the asset. 


